Please register by returning this registration form to the Mayo Clinic Cancer Education Center in person or by U.S. Mail. You may also register by calling 507-266-9288 or e-mailing canceredprog@mayo.edu.

Mayo Clinic Cancer Education Center
Gonda Lobby
200 1st St. SW
Rochester, MN 55905
A psychologist, author, husband, and father of five, cancer survivor Paul F. Singh has a teaching style and perspective seasoned with a rare blend of clinical insight, spiritual depth and personal experience. His interactive lectures are free and open to all. Come and be refreshed by Paul’s perspective in moving forward on this brief journey he calls life!

Due to a generous donation, this lecture series — designed to bring hope and new tools to those in the cancer community — is offered free from the Mayo Clinic Cancer Education Program.

LECTURE 1 — March 21, 2007
Talking to Your Children and Loved Ones About Your Cancer Diagnosis
Singh will offer new tools to help you talk with your children and loved ones about the difficult topic of your cancer diagnosis, including treatment and the recovery process. He will candidly share the story of his journey through this process with his wife and children. Singh will also discuss how to bring a sense of stability and security to your children and loved ones through your medical process.

Mayo Clinic Rochester
Gonda Building, Street Level
Cancer Education Center
noon – 2 p.m. CST
507-286-9288
canceredprog@mayo.edu

Mayo Clinic Jacksonville
Davis Building – 895 East Davis Room
1 – 3 p.m. EST
904-953-7290
peck.robin@mayo.edu

LECTURE 2 — April 18, 2007
Learning to Passionately Live After Cancer Treatment
Singh will share how he overcame his process and painted a fresh picture of how to enjoy life again within the painful realities of your struggle with cancer. Receive new tips to help restore your sense of well-being physically, emotionally and spiritually. Learn how your “new normal” can release your passion, giftedness and purpose as you move through the healing process.

Mayo Clinic Rochester
Gonda Building, Street Level
Cancer Education Center
noon – 2 p.m. CST
507-286-9288
canceredprog@mayo.edu

Mayo Clinic Arizona
Mayo Clinic Building, Room LC58A
Mayo Hospital, Room 1-212
10 a.m. – noon PNT
480-301-5990
diamond.shayna@mayo.edu

LECTURE 3 — May 23, 2007
Longing for Intimacy After Experiencing a Cancer Diagnosis
Candidly talking about the tender longings for intimacy (spiritual, relational and sexual), Singh will address the painful realities of feeling angry, disappointed and alone after a cancer diagnosis. Speaking from his background as a marriage therapist, he will equip you with practical tools to help you get back on the path to restoring your intimacy and sexuality. This is a great lecture for couples to attend.

Mayo Clinic Rochester
Gonda Building, Street Level
Cancer Education Center
11 a.m. – 1 p.m. CST
507-286-9288
canceredprog@mayo.edu

Mayo Clinic Arizona
Johnson Building, Room 149
Mayo Clinic Hospital, Room 1-223
9 – 11 a.m. PNT
480-301-5990
diamond.shayna@mayo.edu

Registration Form
Rekindling Your Hope
Living with new Passion, Giftedness and Purpose!

Name ________________________________

Address ________________________________

Phone ________________________________

E-mail ________________________________

Please check all session you will attend.

☐ March 21, 2007 – Lecture 1
☐ Rochester ☐ Jacksonville ☐ Scottsdale

☐ April 18, 2007 – Lecture 2
☐ Rochester ☐ Jacksonville ☐ Scottsdale

☐ May 23, 2007 – Lecture 3
☐ Rochester ☐ Jacksonville ☐ Scottsdale

Send registrations to:
Mayo Clinic Cancer Education Center
Gonda Lobby, 334
200 First Street SW
Rochester, MN 55905

Or e-mail canceredprog@mayo.edu